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Abstract

Progressive myelopathies can be secondary to inborn errors of metabolism (IEM) such as mucopolysaccharidosis, mucolipido-
sis, and adrenomyeloneuropathy. The available scale, Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA) score, was validated only for 
degenerative vertebral diseases. Our objective is to propose and validate a new scale addressing progressive myelopathies 
and to present validating data for JOA in these diseases. A new scale, Severity Score System for Progressive Myelopathy 
(SSPROM), was constructed covering motor disability, sphincter dysfunction, spasticity, and sensory losses. Inter- and intra-rater 
reliabilities were measured. External validation was tested by applying JOA, the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), the 
Barthel index, and the Osame Motor Disability Score. Thirty-eight patients, 17 with adrenomyeloneuropathy, 3 with mucopoly-
saccharidosis I, 3 with mucopolysaccharidosis IV, 2 with mucopolysaccharidosis VI, 2 with mucolipidosis, and 11 with human 
T-cell lymphotropic virus type-1 (HTLV-1)-associated myelopathy participated in the study. The mean ± SD SSPROM and JOA 
scores were 74.6 ± 11.4 and 12.4 ± 2.3, respectively. Construct validity for SSPROM (JOA: r = 0.84, P < 0.0001; EDSS: r = 
-0.83, P < 0.0001; Barthel: r = 0.56, P < 0.002; Osame: r = -0.94, P < 0.0001) and reliability (intra-rater: r = 0.83, P < 0.0001; 
inter-rater: r = 0.94, P < 0.0001) were demonstrated. The metric properties of JOA were similar to those found in SSPROM. 
Several clinimetric requirements were met for both SSPROM and JOA scales. Since SSPROM has a wider range, it should be 
useful for follow-up studies on IEM myelopathies.

Key words: Japanese Orthopaedic Association; Severity Score System for Progressive Myelopathy; Mucopolysaccharidosis; 
Mucolipidosis; Adrenomyeloneuropathy; Progressive myelopathies 

Introduction

Lesions of the spinal cord are characterized by sensory, 
motor and autonomic changes. Clinical presentations vary, 
including any combination of strength and sensory loss, hy-
peractive stretch reflexes and sphincter abnormalities. The 
resulting symptoms will depend not only upon the location 
of the damage, but also upon the rapidity of the progression 
of the underlying disease. As a result, myelopathies can 
be divided into static and progressive disorders, with very 
different clinical courses and etiologies (1).

Among other causes, some inborn errors of metabo-
lism (IEM) may cause progressive myelopathies, such as 
mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS) (2,3), mucolipidoses (ML) 

(4), and adrenomyeloneuropathy (AMN) (5). At least two 
mechanisms might be involved. 

In MPS and ML, spinal cord compression is the main 
underlying mechanism, which can be secondary to a) ver-
tebral abnormalities (hypoplasia or absence of the odontoid 
process, or subluxation due to ligamentous laxity), or b) 
infiltration of surrounding soft tissue structures by unde-
graded glycosaminoglycans, also termed pachymeningitis 
cervicalis (6,7). In contrast, the myelopathy associated with 
AMN is primarily due to axonal degeneration, with spinal 
cord atrophy (8).

Several scales have been developed to measure the 
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stage of disability or disease in a number of pathologies 
involving the spinal cord. Some scales have addressed 
non-progressive diseases, such as vascular or traumatic 
lesions. This is the case for the American Spinal Injury 
Association (ASIA) scale (9). Other scales were designed 
to encompass some aspects of progressive spinal cord 
diseases, such as those related to autoimmune, viral or 
compressive etiologies (10,11). Nevertheless, none of them 
were specifically developed for the progressive involve-
ment of both the ascending and descending tracts of the 
spinal cord in IEM. The well-known Japanese Orthopaedic 
Association (JOA) score (12) was developed to evaluate 
patients with degenerative cervical compression. JOA is 
presently being used in clinical trials on MPS (Dickson P, 
personal communication), although the disability profile 
of these patients is most probably different from that of 
patients with degenerative vertebral diseases. The widely 
used Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) and 
Kurtzke Functional Systems Scores (FSS) were developed 
to follow patients with multiple sclerosis. For this reason, 
EDSS and FSS include aspects not related to the spinal 
cord, such as the assessment of cerebellar, brain stem, 
visual, and cerebral functions. Although they have never 
been validated for these purposes, EDSS and FSS have 
been used to follow patients with human T-cell lymphotropic 
virus type-1 (HTLV-1) myelopathy (13,14). We have recently 
used the EDSS to follow the progress of MPS I and MPS 
VI patients receiving intrathecal therapy (15,16).

In order to deal with this deficiency, we propose a new 
clinical scale tailored to progressive myelopathies in general, 
aimed at providing better responses, and present validation 
data for the JOA in these disorders. We report the reliability 
and validity of the new scale in patients with myelopathies 
caused by MPS, AMN and HTLV-1 infection.

Material and Methods

Construction of the new scale
A disease severity scoring system was constructed, 

called the Severity Score System for Progressive Myel-
opathy (SSPROM) (Supporting Information). We aimed 
to include most of the symptoms of spinal cord long tract 
involvement such as weakness, sensory loss, hyperreflexia, 
spasticity, and sphincter dysfunction. At the same time, in 
order to facilitate acceptance and feasibility, several partial 
scales that are well established in clinical practice were 
incorporated into the SSPROM. For these two reasons, 
SSPROM may be seen as a “scoring system”. The SSPROM 
ranged from zero (total disability) to 100 (normal) and 
covered the following domains: “motor disability reported” 
and “examined”, “sphincter dysfunction”, and “presence of 
spasticity and hyperreflexia”, and of “sensory losses”. 

Two domains are subjective and rely on patient (or 
relative) information: the motor disability and the sphincter 
dysfunction reported. The “motor disability reported” domain 

was based on the queries presented by the Overall Disability 
Sum Score (ODSS) (17). The “sphincter dysfunction” do-
main was adapted from the related subscore of FSS (11). 

The other domains are related to quantitative assess-
ment of the standardized neurological examination. The 
“motor examined domain” was adapted from the widely 
used Medical Research Council scale (18). The “presence 
of spasticity and hyperreflexia” domain was based on the 
Ashworth scale (19), to which we added atony and two- or 
four-limb hyperreflexia as other possible findings. All scales 
we used to construct the new scale are very well known 
and contain items suitable for measuring myelopathy. All 
were adapted to be in a descending order. In contrast, the 
“sensory loss” domain was originally developed to be used 
in the SSPROM.

All items were weighted, so that the contributions of each 
system would be as follows: motor strength, 50%; tonus 
and stretch reflexes, 10%; sphincter function, 20%, and 
sensory system, 20%. All of these domains are summed 
to obtain a final score (0 to 100) (SSPROM) (Supporting 
Information). 

Patients and validation procedures
The study was performed between January 2009 and 

January 2010, and was approved by the Ethics Committee 
of our institution (Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre). 
Informed consent was obtained from all participants, or 
from their parents or guardians. SSPROM was initially ad-
dressed to myelopathies due to certain IEM such as MPS 
and AMN. Since these patients are quite rare, patients with 
HTLV-1 infection were also included in the study, due to the 
progressive nature of this disease. Exclusion criteria were 
the presence of cognitive involvement or a central nervous 
system disease causing neurologic dysfunction other than 
myelopathy. Patients were invited for two consecutive visits 
to our outpatient clinics. During the first visit, two examin-
ers (RMC and DB) evaluated each patient in order to test 
inter-rater correlations. Ratings for the new scale and for 
JOA were generated independently by both investigators, 
and each examiner was blind to the other’s score. An ad-
ditional evaluation (on the occasion of the second visit) was 
performed by one of the examiners (RMC) 30 to 45 days 
after the first examination in order to evaluate intra-rater 
reliability of SSPROM and JOA. To explore criterion valid-
ity (20,21), on the occasion of the second visit we applied 
the following scales: EDSS, the Barthel index (22), Osame 
Motor Disability Score (23), and JOA.

Statistical analysis
To test correlations among measures, Pearson’s coef-

ficient was employed for continuous variables, and the 
Spearman rank test was used for ordinal or not normally 
distributed variables. Inter- and intra-rater reliabilities were 
determined by intraclass correlation (24,25). All tests were 
two-tailed; P values less than 0.05 were considered to be 
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statistically significant. Analyses were performed using 
SPSS 18.0 for Windows.

Results

Sample characteristics
Thirty-eight (18 males) patients with progressive my-

elopathies had accepted our invitation to participate in the 
study by January 2010. There were 17 cases of AMN, 3 of 
MPS I, 3 of MPS IV, 2 of MPS VI, 2 of ML, and 11 of HTLV-1 
infection. Patient age, disease onset and disease duration 
are shown in Table 1. 

Analysis of SSPROM
SSPROM was easy to administer and required an aver-

age of 15 min per patient. The mean (range) SSPROM score 
for the present sample was 74.61 (47.5 to 95.5). Scaling 
characteristics are summarized in Table 2. The present 
sample of patients showed a ceiling effect in SSPROM as 
well as in the JOA and Barthel scales, reflecting the inclu-
sion of mild to moderate cases (Figure 1).

Distribution of scores among the various diseases 
under study. There were significant differences in mean ± 
SD SSPROM scores according to the disease, with worse 
scores for HTLV-1 and MPS IV (67 ± 15.8 and 67 ± 11, 
respectively, P = 0.038, ANOVA; Figure 2). All the scales 
under study were evaluated separately for each disease, 
namely: AMN, MPS/ML, and HTLV-1. In the MPS/ML sub-
group, an association between Barthel scale and age was 
found (r = 0.89, P = 0.04).

Reliability: inter- and intra-rater tests. The intra-class 
correlation between the two examiners (blind to each other) 
was very high (r = 0.96, CI = 93-98). Moreover, a high intra-
class correlation was also found between the first and the 
second SSPROM, performed by the same examiner, with a 
30- to 45-day interval (r = 0.84, CI = 0.64-0.90; Table 2).

External validity. By using the Spearman rank test, 
SSPROM showed a good correlation with JOA (r = 0.81, 
P < 0.0001), EDSS (r = -0.85, P < 0.0001) and the Osame 
Motor Disability Score (r = -0.89, P < 0.0001). Although 
significant (P < 0.001), the correlation with the Barthel scale 
was only moderate (r = 0.58; Table 2 and Figure 3).

Since six different disorders were included in this study, 
the main accepted factors of disease severity, such as 
disease duration and stage reached, could not be used 
to test external validity. Although SSPROM seemed to be 
associated with disease duration for the two largest groups 
of patients - AMN and HTLV-1 -, there was no statistical 
significance (Figure 4).

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the patients studied.

No. of 
patients

Gender 
(male/female)

Age at examination 
in years 

[mean (95%CI)]

First complaint of cord 
dysfunction 

(all in the lower limbs)

Age at onset and duration of cord 
dysfunction in years 

[mean (95%CI)]

Loss of 
strength

Sensory 
losses

Onset Duration

AMN 17  5/12 43.1 (38.4-47.8) 8/17 9/17 36.5 (31.1-41.9) 6.6 (3.5-9.77)
MPS I 3 1/2 18 (11-22)b 3/3 0/3  9.6 (6-12)b  8.33 (5-10)b

MPS IV 3 3/0 17.3 (12-26)b 3/3 0/3 12.3 (7-20)b  5a

MPS VI 2 2/0 13 (10-16)b 2/2 0/2  7.5 (5-10)b  5.5 (5-6)b

ML 2 2/0 28 (16-40)b 1/2 1/2 21.5 (8-35)b  6.5 (5-8)b

HTLV-1 11 6/5 60.09 (56.1-64) 11/11  0/11 45.7 (40.1-51.2) 14.3 (10.4-18.2)
Overall group 38 18/20 41.6 (35.8-47.4) 28/38 10/38 32.8 (27.5-38)  8.8 (6.7-10.8)

aDisease duration was the same in all patients; bminimum and maximum values; CI = confidence interval; AMN = adrenomyeloneu-
ropathy; MPS = mucopolysaccharidosis; ML = mucolipidosis; HTLV-1 = human T-cell lymphotropic virus type-1.

Table 2. Metric properties of SSPROM and JOA.

SSPROM JOA

Mean score 74.61 12.4
Standard deviation 

(% of the mean score)
12.04 (16.1%) 2.3 (18.4%)

Median score 73.7 12
SEM (% of the median score) 1.95 (2.6%) 0.4 (3.3%)
Possible score range 0 to 100 -2 to 17
Observed score range 47.5 to 95.5 6 to 17
Inter-rater reliabilitya 0.96* 0.92*
Intra-rater reliabilitya 0.84* 0.88*
Correlation with external variables

JOAb 0.81* -
Barthel indexb 0.58* 0.67*
EDSSb -0.85* -0.77*
Osame Motor Disability scoreb -0.89* -0.87*

aIntraclass correlation; bSpearman’s rho. SSPROM = Sever-
ity Score System for Progressive Myelopathy; JOA = Japanese 
Orthopaedic Association score; SEM = standard error of mean; 
EDSS = Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale. *P < 0.05.
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Figure 2. Distribution of (A) age at onset, (B) SSPROM and (C) 
JOA scores according to the different diseases under study. Data 
are reported as the mean, SD, and range. SSPROM = Sever-
ity Score System for Progressive Myelopathy; JOA = Japanese 
Orthopaedic Association score; AMN = adrenomyeloneuropathy; 
MPS = mucopolysaccharidosis types I, IV and VI; ML = mucolipi-
dosis; HTLV-1 = human T-cell lymphotropic virus type-1.

Figure 1. Distribution of the scores obtained in this study with the (I) SSPROM, (II) JOA, (III) Barthel, (IV) EDSS, and (V) Osame 
scales. Lower row: score distribution according to each disease under study. A = adrenomyeloneuropathy (AMN); B = mucopolysac-
charidosis type I (MPS I), C = MPS type IV (MPS IV); D = MPS type VI (MPS VI); E = mucolipidosis (ML); F = human T-cell lympho-
tropic virus type-1-associated myelopathy (HTLV-1). SSPROM = Severity Score System for Progressive Myelopathy; JOA = Japanese 
Orthopaedic Association score; EDSS = Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale; OSAME = Osame Motor Disability Score. 
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Analysis of JOA
JOA was also easy to administer and required an aver-

age of 10 min per patient. The mean (range) JOA score in 
the present sample was 12.4 (6 to 17). Scaling character-
istics are illustrated in Table 2 and Figure 1, and were quite 
similar to the SSPROM characteristics.

MPS IV patients presented more severe mean ± SD 
JOA scores than the remaining ones (9.3 ± 3, P = 0.035, 
ANOVA); JOA scores for HTLV-1 patients did not differ from 
those of the MPS and ML subgroups, as observed for the 
SSPROM scores (Figure 3). 

JOA inter- and intra-rater tests showed high reliability, 
similar to those found for SSPROM. External validation of 
JOA included good correlations with the Barthel, EDSS 
and Osame scales (Table 2). As already stated, the main 
accepted factors of disease severity, such as disease dura-
tion and stage reached, could not be used to test external 
validity in the overall sample due to the heterogeneity of 
the diseases under study. Therefore, these parameters 
were compared to JOA inside the disease subgroups 
HTLV-1, MPS/ML, and AMN. In the AMN subgroup, JOA 

was associated with disease duration (r = -0.59, P = 0.02) 
(Figure 4).

Discussion

Myelopathy is an important cause of disability in some 
metabolic diseases. As far as we know, no scale has been 
designed to measure the disability and disease progression 
of myelopathy in these disorders. Therefore, we planned 
to construct a severity scale - SSPROM - with a wide 
range, also including disability information, addressing an 
important population that is not properly represented by 
other scales.

The JOA scale was reported in 2001, and was developed 
to measure the myelopathy caused by cervical spondylotic 
myelopathy, a disease that usually affects individuals aged 
50 years or older (12). However, JOA was not validated for 
AMN or for glycosaminoglycan storage diseases (26), and 
has a restricted range, between 2 and 17 points, which 
may raise some concerns about its responsiveness during 
a hypothetical treatment. After all, new therapies for the 

Figure 3. Correlations between SSPROM and other scales under study. SSPROM = Severity Score System for Progressive Myel-
opathy; JOA = Japanese Orthopaedic Association score; EDSS = Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale; OSAME = Osame Motor 
Disability Score.
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metabolic causes of myelopathies are being developed 
(15,16,27) and a reliable and validated method to measure 
efficacy is needed.

The present study investigated some fundamental 
metric properties of SSPROM, and our results suggest 
that this proposed scale was feasible and consistent. The 
items used in the scale follow the procedural steps of a 
standard neurological examination, which increases its 
content validity and acceptability. By adapting SSPROM 
to already well-accepted and widely used measurements, 
we aimed to construct a reproducible instrument. 

Inter- and intra-observer correlations of SSPROM scores 
were very good, showing within- and between-physician 

agreement when assessing the same patient on the same 
date (or after 30-45 days) using SSPROM. SSPROM does 
not require expensive equipment and is widely available 
to the medical community in general, and can be applied 
in an acceptable time. External validation was achieved, 
since SSPROM correlated very strongly with at least three 
of the four external variables under study - JOA, Osame, 
and EDSS. A moderate correlation was found between 
SSPROM and Barthel, with r = 0.54. Barthel is well known 
for its strong ceiling effect and low responsiveness in patients 
with stroke, multiple sclerosis and from neurorehabilitation 
units (28,29). This is probably because most of its items 
have only two or three response options (30). Nevertheless, 

Figure 4. Correlations between disease duration and SSPROM 
in (A) HTLV-1 infection and (B) adrenomyeloneuropathy, and 
between (C) disease duration and JOA for adrenomyeloneu-
ropathy. SSPROM = Severity Score System for Progressive 
Myelopathy; JOA = Japanese Orthopaedic Association score; 
AMN = adrenomyeloneuropathy; HTLV-1 = human T cell lym-
photropic virus type-1.
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Barthel was never tested in patients with MPS/ML or AMN; 
the only study that used it in patients with HTLV infection 
did not measure any clinimetric parameters (31).

One concern that may arise is about the small size 
of the sample investigated here. Since we were dealing 
with very rare diseases, recruiting more patients was not 
an easy task, especially because we needed to exclude 
patients with cognitive impairment. However, the strong 
correlations found do reflect external validity and reinforce 
the utility of SSPROM. 

The distribution of scores was skewed towards moderate 
to mild results in several scales studied. This phenomenon 
was observed in the SSPROM, JOA and Barthel scores, and 
probably reflects a selection bias produced by the exclusion 
of more severely affected patients. Cognitive involvement 
may be associated with more severe clinical pictures, at 
least in patients with MPS and ML (3,32). Therefore, JOA 
and SSPROM can be criticized for not being useful for se-
vere, cognitively affected patients. Both JOA and SSPROM 
rely on subjective information during sensory examination. 
This can be circumvented by the application of a “reduced-
SSPROM scale” (without the sensory subscore) to additional 
MPS patients with cognitive involvement. In any case, this, 
once gain, cannot explain the ceiling effect that occurs in 
AMN or HTLV-1 patients.

In the present patient sample, the metrical character-
istics of JOA were good, and indeed very similar to those 
found in SSPROM. These results suggest that JOA may 
be applied to IEM patients, and either procedure (JOA or 
SSPROM) can be chosen to follow these patients. Since 
JOA is well established, one may argue about the necessity 
of introducing a new scale. We can reply that SSPROM 
was devised to have a high responsiveness to changes in 
the clinical picture. This characteristic needs to be tested in 
the future after a good period of time has elapsed to allow 
changes in the clinical picture to emerge. Since SSPROM 
differs from JOA in its wide range and because it includes 
a disability domain, we believe it will be useful for follow-up 
studies on progressive myelopathies. 
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